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Abstract—This paper describes design techniques for multi-
gigahertz digital bipolar circuits with supply voltages as low as
1.5 V. Examples include a 2/1 multiplexer operating at 1 Gb/s
with 1.2 mW power dissipation, a D-1atch achieving a maximum
speed of 2.2 GHz while dissipating 1.4 mW, two exclusive-OR
gates with a delay less than 200 ps and power dissipation of 1.3
mW, and a bufferflevel shifter having a delay of 165 ps while
dissipating 1.4 mW. The prototypes have been fabricated in a
1.5-#m 12-GHz bipolar technology. Simulations on benchmarks
such as frequency dividers and line drivers indicate that, for a
1.5-V supply, the proposed circuits achieve higher speed than
their CMOS counterparts designed in a 0.5-um CMOS m-ocess
with zero threshold ;oltage, -

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past few years, supply
5-V standard have been emerging

voltages below the
in many electronic

systems. The demand for lower power dissipation and fewer
batteries in applications such as wireless and personal com-
puting has motivated the scaling of supply voltage of digital
circuits down to 1.5 V [1], [2]. This trend is augmented by

the fact that silicon devices are fundamentally constrained
by a (cutoff frequency) x (breakdown voltage) of approxi-
mately 200 GHz.V [3], thus requiring lower supplies if their
dimensions are scaled down.

This paper presents design techniques for multigigahertz

digital bipolar circuits that operate with supply voltages as
low as 1.5 V. These techniques are described in the context of
several circuit topologies, namely, a 2/1 multiplexer (MUX),
a D-latch, two exclusive-OR ( XOR) gates, and a buffer/level
shifter. Fabricated in a 1.5-&m 12-GHz bipolar technology, the
multiplexer operates at 1 Gb/s with 1.2 mW power dissipation,
the latch achieves a speed of 2.2 GHz while dissipating 1.4
mW, the exclusive-OR gates exhibit a delay less than 200 ps
and power dissipation of 1.3 mW, and the buffer/level shifter
has a delay of 165 ps while dissipating 1.4 mW,

In order to demonstrate the speed advantage of bipolar

transistors over CMOS devices even at low supply voltages.
the performance of the proposed D-latch and bufferflevel
shifter is compared to that of their CMOS counterparts. This
comparison is based on the speed of simple benchmarks such
as frequent y dividers and line drivers.

The next section of this paper reviews the design issues of
low-voltage digital bipolar circuits. In Section III, the low-
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voltage techniques and circuit configurations are described,
and in Section IV their performance is compared to that of
CMOS circuits. Experimental results are presented in Section
v.

II. LOW-VOLTAGE DESIGN ISSUES

Reduction of the supply voltage (VEE) of digital bipolar

systems entails several device and circuit issues, some of
which become particularly important if IV,E I < 2 V. In this

section, we review these issues and calculate the minimum
supply voltage for representative conventional ECL circuits.

The principal difficulty in scaling VEE is that the “turn-

on” potential, i.e., the base-emitter voltage (v,,E) of bipolar
transistors in forward active region, does not scale linearly
with technology. Since

(1)

where VT = kT/q, Ic is the collector current, and 1S is the
reverse saturation current, we note that device parameters and
current levels have only a weak influence on the magnitude of
VBE. In practice, current density of bipolar transistors (lC/l~)
has either remained constant or increased, leading to the same
trend for VBE. Since in current technology, VBE w 0.8 V, in
a 1.5-V system any dc path from ground to VEE must include
no more than one base-emitter junction, thus prohibiting the
use of topologies in which emitter followers drive differential
pairs or other emitter followers.

Another difficulty in designing low-voltage digital bipolar

circuits is that the voltage swings typically employed in
conventional ECL circuits cannot be arbitrarily scaled because
the minimum value of these swings is determined by noise
margin and error budget considerations. For example, as shown
in the Appendix, a bipolar differential pair requires a minimum

input voltage swing of approximately 5.5 VT to reach its unity-
gain points, a value that does not easily scale with technology.
In reality, the voltage drop across the emitter resistance must
be added to this value and errors due to incomplete switching,
finite current gain, and voltage drops along supply lines must
be taken into account, thereby dictating minimum voltage
swings of several hundred millivolts.

In order to maintain a high speed, bipolar transistors must
not enter heavy saturation, i.e., their base-collector fo~ard
bias voltage must not exceed approximately 400 mV. This
constraint translates into a minimum collector-emitter voltage

(VG,Z) of about 400 mV, and together with a VBE of 800
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Fig. 1. Representative conventional ECL circuits: (a) inverter, [b} stacked
differential pairs.
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Fig. 2. Signal levels and swings used in the proposed circuits: (a) Type I
signats, (b) Type 11signals.

mV, prohibits the use of stacked differential pairs or lcascode

configurations in a 1.5-V system. As a consequence, operations

such as clocking and multiplexing cannot be implemented

using conventional ECL topologies.

To demonstrate the above issues further, we calculate the

minimum supply voltage required for two representative ECL
circuits, depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b). In the simple inverter

of Fig. l(a), if the voltage swings across Ill and R2 remain

less than 400 mV, the base voltage of Q1 and Q2 can

reach the ground potential with no substantial degradation
in speed. Assuming a minimum voltage of 500 mV across

the tail current source, we note that the minimum IVEEI is
approximately 1.3 V.

Fig. l(b) illustrates two stacked differential pairs, attopology

often employed in ECL latches, multiplexer, XOR :gates,etc.
If the base voltage of Q1 and Q2 is allowed to reach the ground
potential, then the minimum supply volta,ge of this circuit is
given by the sum of VBE of Q1 (or Q2), VCE of Q3, and
the voltage across the tail current source. If Q1 and Q2 are

driven by differential signals, their emitter voltage dlrops by

approximately half the input voltage swing when the pair is

switching. The minimum VCE allowed for Q3 must therefore
take this drop into account so as to keep the transis,tc)r out of

heavy saturation. For VCE3 = 600 mV, the minimum supply
voltage of this circuit is approximately 1.9 V.

While the choice of the voltage drop across the tail current
source in the above circuits is somewhat arbitrary, the approxi-
mate value of 500 mV represents a practical minimum in many

systems. This point is discussed further in the next section.

III. LOW-VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

A, Signal Levels and Voltage Swings

The signal levels and voltage swings employed in this work

are depicted in Fig. 2. These levels are similar to those used in
[4]. All circuits generate 400-mV (single-ended) or 800-mV
(differential) outputs. To perform functions such as clocking
and multiplexing, two types of signals—herein called Type I
and Type II—are used. In Type I, the signals swing between
O V and –400 mV, and in Type II between –200 and –600
mV. As will be seen in the actual circuits later, the 200-mV

difference between the common-mode levels of Type I and
Type II in essence provides a half logic level [4], allowing the
control of differential pairs by means of clamp devices. For
reliable operation, the high level of Type I must be sufficiently
higher than the high level of Type II, and the low level of Type
I must be sufficiently lower than the high level of Type II.

In order to establish the level shift required for Type II

signals, a resistor RSH is used as shown in Fig. 2(b). The

designs presented here generate Type II outputs; if Type I is
needed, RsH can be set to zero.

The bias currents of differential pairs and emitter followers
are produced using resistors tied from their respective emitters
to VEE(= – 1.5V),with approximately 500 mV drop across
each. If NMOS devices are available, they can replace these
resistors to provide much higher immunity to variations in
the supply voltage and the input common-mode level. This
is possible because, if properly sized, MOS transistors can

remain in saturation even with a drain-source voltage of 500
mV. This value usually provides a reasonable compromise
between the loss in voltage headroom and the size of the MOS
transistors. If the saturation behavior of bipolar transistors is
characterized and modeled accurately, they may be used as
current sources here with a slight speed penalty.

B. 2/1 Multiplexer

Shown in Fig. 3 is a circuit diagram of the 2/1 multiplexer.
It consists of two differential pairs Q1-Q2 and Q3- Q4 that
sense the inputs A and B and are controlled by CK and CK
through clamp devices Q5 and Q6, respectively. The output
currents of the two pairs are summed at nodes X and Y, and
flow through resistors RI and R2. Note the CK and CK are
Type I while other signals are Type II.

The circuit operates as follows. When CK is low, Q5 is

off, allowing R3 to draw current from Q1 and Q2, while CK
is high, and Q6 pulls the node N high, turning off Q3 and Q4.
Thus, the pair Q1-Q2 is enabled, the pair Q3-Q4 is disabled,

and the output is equivalent to the A input. Similarly, when
CK goes high, the pair Q1-Q2 is disabled, the pair Q3-Q4
is enabled, and the output becomes equivalent to the B input.
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CK ... ..... ........ ...... .. ...... D. XOR Gates

● Q5off,Q6on ● Q5on, Q6off

● Outputtracka input ● Output atorsd The MUX of Fig. 3 can perform an XOR function if

configured as in Fig. 5.Here, both of the differential pairs
Fig. 4. D-latch circuit diagram. sense the A input but with a reversal in polarity, while the

clamp devices sense the B input. When B is low, the pair

Note that Q1-Q4 experience a base-collector forward bias of
Q1-Q2 is enabled and VX = ~ and VY = A. When B is

400 mV and hence enter soft saturation.
high, the pair Q3- Q4 is enabled and VX = A and VY = ~.
Thus, the logical output is equal to A G B.

C. D-Latch

The concept used in the MUX of Fig. 3, namely, controlling

differential pairs by means of clamp transistors, can be applied

to the design of several other circuits as well. For example, if

one of the differential pairs in the MUX is reconfigured into a

cross-coupled pair, then a D-latch results, as shown in Fig. 4.

This circuit comprises an input differential pair Q1- Q2 and
a latch pair Q3-Q4, which are controlled by CK and CK
in a manner similar to that described for the MUX of Fig.
3. When CK is low, the input pair is enabled, nodes X and
Y track the input, and Q3 and Q4 are off. When CK goes
high, the input pair turns off, the latch pair turns on, and the
instantaneous state at X and Y is stored in the loop around
Q3 and Q4.

In contrast with the conventional ECL XOR gate, where one

of the inputs propagates through level-shift emitter followers

and stacked differential pairs, the XOR cicuit of Fig. 5 exhibits
shorter delay for both of its inputs. Simulations indicate a delay
of 130 ps with a power dissipation of 1.4 mW for the proposed

XOR, and a delay of 150 ps for the conventional XOR having

the same voltage swings and collector resistors.

In the XOR of Fig. 5, the signal paths of A and B
are not exactly identical, thereby introducing a slight phase

error between A and B at high frequencies. In applications
where this error is crucial-such as in phase-locked loops—the
symmetric XOR of Fig. 6 can be utilized. This circuit consists

of two similar sections (Q1-Q3 and R2, Q4-Q6 and R3)
with their outputs summed at node X. The reference voltage

V~l is equal to the common-mode level of the input signals
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Fig. 8. Buffer/tevel shifter.

(A, ~, B, and ~). The operation of the circuit can be explained
by noting that Q3 is on only if both A and B me low
and, similarly, Q4 is on only if both ~ and ~ iare low.
Thus, lc3 = ~ . ~ and 1C4 = A . B, wlhere IC3 and IC4
represent the logical value of collector currents of Q3 and
Q4, respectively. The summation of these two currents at X
is equivalent to a logical OR function, and the convemion of

the resulting current to a voltage below ground (by RI) is
equivalent to a logical inversion. Thus, the output is equal to

.—
A. B+ A. B(=AQB).

The circuit of Fig. 6 provides a single-ended output. If
differential outputs are required, the circuit can be replicated
with the inputs A and A interchanged in the replica, hence
producing an exclusive-OR and an exclusive-NOR .gal:e (Fig.

7).

E. BufferLwel Shtfter

Distribution of signals across a large chip often entails

the use of long interconnects having substantial capacitance
to the substrate. To drive these interconnects, a buffer with
low output impedance is required. While emitter fo Ilowers
can provide such an output impedance, they also shift the
common-mode level down by one V~E. Consequently, in a

1.5-V system, they must be followed by a level shift circuit at

the end of the interconnects to shift the cc~mmon-rnodle level

up.

Fig. 8 illustrates a configuration wherein input transistors

Q1 and Q2 drive the interconnects, and the circuit consisting

of Q3-Q5 and R3-R7 performs sensing,, level slhift, and

XNOR “
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amplification. Note that the circuit can be viewed as emitter
followers (Ql and Q2) driving common-base transistors (Q3

and Q4) or simply as two differential pairs (Q1-Q4 and Q2-
Q3). The input is assumed to be differential.

An important issue in the design of the buffer circuit is

that the bias voltage at the base of Q3 and Q4 must track
the common-mode voltage of A and ~ so that the ratio of
collector currents of Q1-Q4 is stable and well defined. Since,
in practice, the input emitter followers may be located far
from the sense and level shift circuit, a bias voltage generated
locally in the vicinity of Q3 and Q4 may not track the input
common-mode level in the presence of voltage drops along
supply lines.

To alleviate the above problem, the circuit of Fig. 8 recovers
the common-mode level of the signals received from the
interconnects and biases transistors Q3 and Q4 according to
that level. Reproduced by (equal) resistors R3 and R4, the
common-mode level is established at node P and shifted up by
Q5. The base voltage of Q5 is therefore a close approximation
of the common-mode level of A and ~, hence providing the
proper bias for Q3 and Q4. The collector currents of Q1-Q4
are set by sizing them with respect to Q5 and by the values
of RI-R5.

Analysis of the buffer/level shifter circuit indicates that, for
400-mV swings at A and ~, transistors Q3 and Q4 limit the
voltage swings at nodes C and D to approximately 200 mV,
thereby improving the speed substantially.

Fig. 9 shows the simulated delay of the circuit as a function
of the load capacitance while the circuit dissipates 1.4 mW.
The delay increases by 170 ps for a l-pF increase in the load
capacitance.

IV. COMPARISONTO CMOS

As mentioned in Section II, the unscalable V~E of bipolar
transistors raises serious concern about the scalability of the
supply voltage of bipolar circuits—an issue that, in principle,
does not exist in CMOS technology because the threshold
voltage (VTH) of MOS devices can be lowered during fabri-
cation. Thus, it is important to compare the performance of the
proposed bipolar circuits to that of their CMOS counterparts
at a supply voltage of 1.5 V.

In order to perform a meaningful, easy-to-reproduce com-
parison, we consider two simple benchmarks: a frequency
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Fig. 9. Simulated delay of buffer/level shifter versus load capacitance.

divider and a line driver. Using simulations, we compare the
speed of these circuits in 1.5-V bipolar and CMOS systems.
To obtain comparable speeds, the simulations incorporate
AT&T’s 0.5- flm CMOS device models (whereas the proposed
circuits are built in a 1.5-~m bipolar technology). To make
the simulations even more favorable to CMOS, VTH of
both NMOS and PMOS transistors is deliberately set to
zero, thereby providing a rail-to-rail gate-source overdrive for

these devices. In practice, nonidealities such as subthreshold
conduction, variation of threshold voltage with temperature,
and more pronounced short-channel effects with increased
channel implant dose impose a lower bound of several hundred
millivolts upon V-H. Reference [2] discusses some of these
issues in detail.

In this comparison, we have used an unrealistically “good”
CMOS process to demonstrate the speed advantage of the
bipolar circuits. Nonetheless, comparing the power dissipation
of 1.5-~m bipolar to that of 0.5-pm CMOS would not be fair.
Note that the emphasis of the paper is more on low voltage
than low power. In many systems (such as the phase-locked
loop in [7]), these circuits dissipate only a small fraction of
the overall power, but it is important that they operate with
low voltages.

A. Frequency Divider

The bipolar D-latch of Fig. 4 can be utilized in a master-

slave tiipflop with negative feedback to provide a +2 circuit.
Such an arrangement is depicted in Fig. 10, wherein the output
of the divider is sensed by means of a differential pair.

A CMOS +2 circuit is illustrated in Fig. 11 [5], wherein a
cascade of two dynamic inverters controlled by CK and CK
is followed by a static inverter, thus producing a state that
experiences one net inversion around the loop on every clock
cycle. The logic levels at the divider’s output are restored by
a minimum-size inverter.

Circuit simulations indicate that for a 1.5-V supply, the
bipolar divider achieves a maximum clock frequency of 2.5
GHz, whereas the CMOS divider cannot operate faster than
1.7 GHz. To gain more insight, we plot the maximum clock
frecmencv of each circuit as a function of SUDWIVvoltage. as. . L..
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Fig. 12. Maximum clock frequency of bipoku and CMOS dividers versus
supply voltage.

shown in Fig. 12. In this simulation, the bias currents of the
bipolar divider are generated using ideal current sources so as
to maintain constant voltage swings when the supply voltage
varies. This plot indicates that, even with VTH = O V, the
0.5-~m CMOS divider is slower than its 1.5- pm bipolar
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counterpart for IVEE[ < 2.5 V. Note that the maximum speed
of the CMOS divider approaches a limit for IVEEI :> 3 V
because, due to velocity saturation, the increase in current
drive of MOS devices simply balances the increase in voltage
swings.

The maximum speed of the bipolar divider increases slightly

as \VE,ZI increases because the collector-substrate capacitance
of transistors decreases.

B. Line Driver

The bufferflevel shifter of Fig. 8 has been designed to
provide high-speed drive for heavily loaded busses. As such,

this circuit can be compared to CMOS tapered bufiers often
used to drive large capacitances. Fig. 13 illustrates ii CMOS
buffer wherein the first stage is driven by a minimum-size
inverter and each stage is scaled up in device width so as to
minimize the total delay.

Fig. 14 plots the overall delay of the bipolar and CMOS
line drivers versus the load capacitance with VEE = --1.5 V.
The design of the CMOS buffer is optimized as a function
of the load capacitance, thus yielding a logarithmic (rather
than linear) variation for the delay. This plctt indicates Ithat the
bipolar buffer proves superior to the CMOS driver if the load
capacitance is greater than a few tens of fcrntofarads.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed

techniques, a number of test circuits have been fab~icated in

a 1.5-#m 12-GHz bipolaf technology [6]. Fig. 15 shows a die

photograph of the prototypes. All the circuits have been tested

with a supply voltage of 1.5 V.

The 2/1 multiplexer has been built along, with a 1/2 demul-

tiplexer to facilitate testing. The demultiplexer splits its input

signal into two, applying the resulting waveforms to the two

Fig. 15. Die photograph of fabricated prototypes.

-4513Ch
380ps/dlv

Fig. 16. MeasnredMUX output at 1 Gb(s.

inputs of the multiplexer. Shown in Fig. 16 is the measured

output of the MUX at 1 Gb/s with a power dissipation of 1.2
mW. In this test, a pseudorandom binary sequence is applied at
the input to obtain an eye diagram at the output. The pattern-

dependent delay observed in this waveform is attributed to soft
saturation effects in bipolar transistors.

The D-latch has been employed in a +2 circuit similar to

that of Fig. 10. The measured input and output waveforms of
the divider at .f;~ = 2.2 GHz are depicted in Fig. 17. Each
latch in the divider dissipates 1.4 mW.

The symmetric XOR and the bufferltevel shifter have been

used in ring oscillators to allow simple measurement of their
delay (Fig. 18). It is interesting to note that these two circuits
are inherently noninverting, i.e., if a prime number of each
circuit is employed in a ring, the overall circuit finds a point
at which two independent, stable loops exist, and hence does
not oscillate. To overcome this problem, the ring oscillators
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Fig. 18. Ring oscillators used to measure delay of symmetric XOR and
bufferflevel shifter.
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Fig. 19. Single-ended bipolm differential pair.

are designed with 6 stages of the XOR gate or the bufferflevel
shifter and an explicit inverter.

Measurements indicate a delay of 190 ps for the XOR gate

with a power dissipation of 1.3 mW. The buffer exhibits a
delay of 165 ps while dissipating 1.4 mW. The measured delay
of these circuits is approximately 2070 greater than simulation
results. This discrepancy is attributed to inaccurate modeling

of saturation in bipolar transistors in circuit simulation.
All of the above circuits tolerate a +1OYO variation in the

supply voltage with no significant degradation in speed.
The symmetric XOR gate has also been successfully incor-

porated in a 6-GHz phase-locked loop [7].

VI. CONCLUSION

A number of low-voltage techniques have been introduced
for the design of high-speed digital bipolar circuits. Described
in the context of several building blocks such as a 2/1 multi-
plexer, a D-latch, two exclusive- OR gates, and a bufferflevel

shifter, these techniques allow gigahertz speeds with supply
voltages as low as 1.5 V.

Simulations indicate that, although the base-emitter voltage

of bipolar transistors does not scale easily, the large transcon-
ductance of these devices nonetheless provides substantial
speed advantage over MOSFET’s even in 1.5-V systems.
When used in environments such as frequency dividers and
line drivers, the proposed circuits exhibit superior speed in a
1.5-pm bipolar technology compared with their counterparts
designed in a 0.5-ym CMOS process with zero threshold
voltage.

APPENDIX

UNITY-GAIN POINTS OF A BIPOLAR DIFFEREN’ITALPAIR

We calculate the unity-gain points of a single-ended bipolar
differential pair, shown in Fig. 19. The results can be easily
extended to fully differential operation as well.

Assuming an infinite B for Q1 and Q2, we have

VBE1 – VBE2 = ~. – VB (2)

V~El – VB,?3Z= VT h ~ – VT h ~ (3)

ICI + IC2 = IEE. (4)

Thus, if AK. = ~. – V~, the output voltage can be expressed

as

AT&
ex~ -

V&t = –RCIEE
VT
Ati. “

(5)

l+exp —
VT

The unity-gain points occur where 6’VOUt/8~n = – 1. Differ-
entiating the above equation with respect to Vin and equating
the result to – 1, we have

‘xp*+(2-%9exp*+1=0‘6)
and hence,

Since, typically, RCIEE >> VT, and for e << 1 we have

~ = 1 – 6/2 – 62/8, equation (7) can be simplified to
yield

AVi.

‘x” VT =

_l + RCIEE * RCIEE ~ _ 2V~

(

2V$
2vT 2vT RCIEE )—–-= “(8)

Assuming

RCIEE VT
—----— >>2+————

VT RCIEE
(9)

we obtain the following solutions:

AK. _ RCIEE VT

‘Xp v.—–7 ‘r m“
(lo)
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From the above equations, it follows that the unity-gain points

occur where

RCIEE
Aun = *V- in —————

VT “

In practice, various error sources impose an RCIEE of several i
hundred millivolts; thus, if, for example, RCIEE = 4(00 mV 4

and VT = 26 mV, then the total input range between unity-gain L
points is approximately equal to 5.5 VT.
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